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 Throughout four years of undergraduate education, studying Political Science and 
Sociology, I became enamored with the social sciences. Yet, I still felt that something was 
missing from my prior scholarly endeavors. I had not immersed myself in fields within the 
humanities, despite having a growing interest in it. Thus, the idea for an interdisciplinary project 
that utilized conceptual tools from both the social sciences and the humanities blossomed. I 
studied sexuality, one of my strongest academic interests, through the fields of sociology, 
criminology, queer theory, and history. To do so, I used the LGBTQ+ history of Chapel Hill 
through the 1970s-1990s as a qualitative case study. I applied many literary and cultural 
elements within queer theory that are beneficial to the sociological study of sexuality, and 
through archival research, interviews, and prior literature, I was able to ground abstract queer 
theoretical ideas with sociological and historical evidence, developing them through three 
institutional frameworks – medicine, law, and the closet.  
 I chose Chapel Hill through the 1970s-1990s as the period and place to study for its 
temporal and geographic significance. The late 20th century was a historically unprecedented 
time for homosexuality in America. The Stonewall Riots of 1969 “sparked the beginning of the 
gay liberation movement” (Berube 1990, 271), as “the emblematic event in modern lesbian and 
gay history” (Duberman 1993, xvii), with the first Gay Pride Parades being held in 1970. This 
occurred simultaneously with the rise of a Reaganite New Right movement that called for a 
return to traditional family values, which homosexuality ostensibly threatened. The AIDS crisis 
occurred during this period as well, perhaps one of the most salient events in cultural imagination 
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of homosexuality, vitalizing both queer1 activism and homophobia (Ghaziani 2017). I ended the 
research period at 1999, because in the 21st century sexuality in America saw a fundamental 
paradigm shift, many scholars referring to this period as “beyond the closet” (Seidman 2002), 
“new gay” (Aguirre-Livingston 2011; Savin-Williams 2005), or “post-gay” (Ghaziani 2017, 
2011). Thus, it made sense to cap the inquiry here. 
 Chapel Hill proved a fascinating and insightful case study location for a number of 
reasons. Located in a southern state that homed one of the most prolifically homophobic 
senators, Jesse Helms, Chapel Hill residents were no strangers to the issue of homosexuality. 
Further, as a public institution, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is obligated to 
maintain a rate of no less than 82% in-state undergraduate students, ensuring a diverse array of 
opinions from students coming from more rural and conservative parts of the state (Shah, 2015). 
It also had a vibrant queer community, and the most extensive lineage of LGBT+ politicians in 
the entire state (Johnson 2018). Many universities also have “activist subcultures” that create 
more archival content for analysis (Dyke 2014). Two interviewees referred to Chapel Hill as 
“somewhere in the middle,” between accepting and non-accepting of homosexuality, and two 
referred to it as accepting. They all stipulated that it was accepting relative to the rest of the state, 
making it a good site of analysis to unveil forces both for acceptance and prejudice.    
 Queer theory and sociology both have epistemological and ontological troves of 
knowledge to learn from each other. The full history of queer theory, the sociology of sexuality, 
and their relationship, are discussed at-length in the literature review, but here I will explain why 
there is a need for greater convergence of the fields. Arlene Stein and Ken Plummer (1996) 
                                                          
1 Throughout this paper, I use “queer” to mean any non-heterosexual or non-cissexual sexual or gender identity. 
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revived the work of Judith Stacey and Barrie Thorne (1985) that critiqued the ‘missing feminist 
revolution,’ within the field of sociology, to lament a ‘missing sexual revolution’ within the 
field. They argue that the field is replicating the dearth of feminist research in the 1980s, but 
referencing a lack of focus on sexuality and sexualizing forces. They posit that this is due to the 
fact that many sociologists might feel that this line of inquiry is not relevant to them. In the past, 
sociologists have studied homosexuality through a “minority model,” which limited them from 
developing broader theoretical frameworks for how sexuality pervades all of society. (D’Emilio 
1983; Faderman 1981). As a consequence, researchers are not able to see the broad analytical 
importance of sexuality as a field of inquiry (Stein and Plummer 1996). 
 Another possible reason for the ‘missing sexual revolution,’ is the stigma attached to 
research on sexuality. This stigma can lead to professional marginalization among colleagues 
and difficulty obtaining research funding (Irvine 2015; Fitzgerald and Grossman 2017). Though, 
in the past twenty years, sociologists have increasingly turned to sexuality as a focus of inquiry – 
seen in the American Sociological Association’s 2015 annual meeting theme titled “Sexualities 
in the Social World,” elevating “sexuality as a central node of intellectual inquiry and exchange” 
for the first time since the organization’s founding in 1905 (Ghaziani 2017, 11). My research is 
intended to contribute to the excavation of this crucial subfield.  
 A sexual revolution has brewed within the humanities, under the name of queer theory. 
Queer theorists sought to rectify the self-limiting pretense of the minority model by arguing that 
sexuality is a principle force of social organization, bearing the same significance scholars have 
previously assigned to other identity categories, such as race and gender (Sedgwick 1990).  
While queer theory made grand strides in developing sexuality as a focus of academic inquiry, it 
has been critiqued for perpetuating a ‘textual idealism,’ abstracting discourse from its 
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institutional context, becoming “overwhelmingly textual, cultural, and subjectless.” (Gamson 
2004, 48; Seidman 1994). In a rush to deconstruct identity, queer theorists run the error of 
“viewing identity itself as the fulcrum of domination and its subversion as the center of an anti-
identity politic” (Seidman 1994, 134). In doing so, concrete, institutional manifestations of 
oppression are ignored. To ameliorate this problem, I place queer theoretical insights in a 
sociological analysis, and focus my research on three social institutions, understanding how 
sexuality functions in medicine, law, and the closet.  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Sociology and Queer Theory 
 Currently, an academic split exists between research on sexuality: a field in the social 
sciences, which has taken names such as the sociology of sexuality, sexuality studies, and lesbian 
and gay studies, and one in the humanities, titled queer theory. Academics have called for further 
connection and interdisciplinary usage of sociological and queer theoretical principles (Valocchi 
2005; Seidman 1996; Green 2007). For decades, sexuality was a forbidden fruit of inquiry within 
sociology. Many classic sociological texts, from Marx, to Du Bois, to Weber, ignore sexuality as 
a field of study. Seidman (1993) argues that this is possibly a result of their essentialist 
understandings of sexuality, a perception often taken by those in power as a means of 
naturalizing hierarchies that place them at the top.  
Whereas constructs such as capitalism and race were critiqued by sociologists in the early 
20th century, a sociology of sexuality did not emerge until post-WW2 America (Henslin 1971; 
Reiss 1967; cited in Seidman 1993). However, this ‘sociology of sexuality’ was broadly defined 
– including topics such as sex work and pornography. Later, a sociology of homosexuality came 
into view as part of the field of the sociology of sex (Reis Jr. 1964; Gagnon and Simon 1967a, 
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1967b; Sagarin 1969; cited in Seidman 1993). Through the early 1970s, sociologists studied 
homosexuality as a social stigma, exploring how homosexuals adapted to homophobic 
environments, through the lens of a deviant subculture of crime, drugs, and sex (Reiss 1967; 
Humphreys 1970; Weinberg and Williams 1975; Kirkham 1971; cited in Seidman 1993). Many 
works influential to the ontology of sexuality and homosexuality were released in this era, such 
as the labeling theory of Howard Becker (1963), Goffman (1963), and Schur (1971), as well as 
the “sexual script” perspective of John Gagnon and William Simon (1973).  
As LGBT+ identifying people gained political, social, and cultural agency, a new wave of 
sociologists appeared in the late 70s and early 80s, under the name of lesbian and gays studies 
(Escoffier 1990; Altman 1981; D’Emilio 1983; Katz 1976; Weeks 1977; cited in Seidman 1993). 
Much of that work focused on the homosexual subject-position or identity, often as it relates to 
capitalism. Led by Foucault, they sought to replace a former understanding of sexuality as 
natural and fixed with one that is variable and socio-historically based, a perspective known as 
“social constructionism.” Later sociologists and queer theorists have critiqued the subject-
position method, arguing that an exclusive emphasis on homosexuals reproduces and reinforces 
the sexual binary, as the social role of heterosexuality conceptually relies on a homosexual other 
(Katz 1990; Seidman 1996). 
The academic proliferation of a radical queer theory coincided with the emergence of a 
radical queer politic, defined by the grassroots activism of groups such as ACT UP and Queer 
Nation (Stein and Plummer 1996). Queer theory, until recently, has been divergent from 
sociology, with its scholarship firmly located in the humanities – mainly the departments of 
literature, film, and cultural studies (Warner 1991; Piontek 1992; cited in Seidman 1993). This 
separation was partially due to a rejection by queer theorists of some of the conceptual principles 
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that guided lesbian and gay studies (Jagose 1996). However, there are important similarities to 
consider. The theoretical foundation of queer theory is based in the poststructuralist texts of 
Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault, both philosophers who have been influential to sociology 
as well. There are also parallels between the substantive theory in the two fields, as I outline in 
my section on the social construction of sexuality, and both social constructionism and queer 
theory share a “deconstructive impulse” (Green 2007). These congruencies make a “queer 
sociology” more feasible than early queer theorists might have supposed.  
One of the landmark texts of queer theory, Inside/Out: Lesbian Theories, Gay Theories 
(Fuss 1991a) invokes many Derridean and Foucaldian concepts to explore the “borders of sexual 
identity, community, and politics” but also how these borders are created, regulated, and 
contested – at the juncture of “inside” and “out” of dominant ideologies (Namaste 1994). 
Whereas lesbian and gay studies focused on the homosexual, poststructuralist queer theory 
focuses on the homo-hetero binary, creating a queer lens from which one can analyze social 
dynamics. Queer theory places a specific emphasis on the generative nature of heterosexuality 
(Butler 1993) and how sexual discourse can be broadened to uncover more general elements of 
western society (Sedgwick 1990). In recent decades, there have been calls for convergence 
between the two fields (Seidman 1998; Miskolci 2009; Stein and Plummer 1996) and works 
seeking to answer this call (Stein and Plummer 1996; Epstein 1996; Ingraham 1996; Namaste 
1994; Irvine 1996). I will undertake this queer sociological approach in analyzing the 
medicalization of homosexuality, criminalization of homosexuality, and closetization of 
homosexuality.  
Medicalization of Homosexuality 
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 Historical context is necessary to understanding the state of medical affairs through the 
late 20th century as it relates to sexuality. The defining of homoerotic desire by scientific-medical 
discourse as indicative of a distinctive identity, the homosexual, was a phenomenon that 
occurred in the early-mid-19th century (Seidman 1996). This definition was crucial, as it allowed 
for states to individualize the crime of same-sex relations (Foucault 1978). Prior, western 
homosexuality was defined in terms of actions, rather than personhood: one could engage in 
homosexual acts without being a homosexual. Chauncey (1994) describes various pre-WW2 
subcultures that absolved men of homosexual identity as long as they presented as masculine, 
even when they participated in same-sex intercourse. The shift in understanding was at once 
oppressive and liberating, for it created a concrete identity that social forces could be deployed 
against, but also was important to the identity-formation that led to a coalescing gay and lesbian 
liberation movements in the seventies (Adam 1987; D’Emilio 1983; Faderman 1981). 
 The usage of homosexual, or queer, identity for political purposes continues today. For 
the first half of the century, a psychiatric discourse was employed, defining homosexuality as 
perverse and sickened. Many sex education books at the time either didn’t speak to 
homosexuality, or described it in explicit language as an immoral perversion (Hill and Lloyd-
Jones 1970, 20; Barnes 1962, 166-7; Dawkins 1967, 76).  Kinsey (1948, 1953) revolutionized 
public discussion of sexuality by challenging the psychiatric model, instead viewing sexuality as 
a spectrum, with most people feeling some combination of heterosexual and homosexual 
feelings. However, his contributions were met with fierce resistance from defenders of the 
psychiatric model (Bergler 1965; Bieber 1962; Socarides 1968). 
A third model began to gain traction as well in the mid-20th century – one based socially 
rather than biologically or psychologically, and claimed homosexuals to be the victims of unfair 
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marginalization (Cory 1951; Hoffman 1968; Hooker 1965; Martin and Lyon 1972). The rise in 
this academic model coincided with early activism that argued homosexuality to be normal and 
natural, and many institutions of heterosexuality – such as marriage and the nuclear family – to 
be oppressive towards homosexuals and women (Altman 1971; Atkinson 1974; Bunch 1975; 
Rich 1976). The progress in a social understanding of homosexuality was stunted by the AIDS 
epidemic, as religious and medicalized models of homosexuality were reinvigorated (Adam 
1987; Seidman 1992). This contestation exposed many critical junctures for the gay rights 
movement, exemplifying both the resilience of activists and the limits of such activism (Seidman 
1996). Understanding all of these models, and how the AIDS epidemic impacted them, is crucial 
to making sense of events that unfolded in Chapel Hill and around the country during the late 
20th century. 
Criminalization of Homosexuality 
The criminalization of homosexuality has a long and dark history, beginning with social 
labeling of the homosexual as deviant, which was apparent in all criminological theory that 
touched on queerness up until the 1970s (Woods 2015, 133). Woods (2013) has coined the 
“homosexual deviancy thesis,” which argues that – prior to the 1970s – the dominant discourse 
surrounding homosexuality incorporated them in a larger underworld of deviancy, alongside 
criminals, psychopaths, sinners, and perverts (Sarbin 1996). Sociologists have delineated that 
behavior is not deviant in and of itself, until others begin to define it as such (Becker 1963; 
Mogul 2011; Buist and Lenning 2016). When, and where, homosexuality is defined as deviant, is 
variant, demonstrated in a comparative study on acceptability by Ford and Beach (1952). 
However, by exclusively studying homosexuality through a lens of deviance, early 
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criminologists ignored the structural-social conditions of homophobia and transphobia that were 
present in non-deviant realms (Woods 2013).  
We know that homosexual acts have been criminalized in America since the Plymouth 
Colonies (Katz 1983). Foucault (1978, 43) describes this criminalization “as defined by the 
ancient civil or canonical codes, sodomy was a category of forbidden acts; their perpetrator 
nothing more than the juridical subject of them.” Modern forms of legislated homophobia began 
between 1946-1969, as LGBT+ federal employees were en masse fired – thousands were 
investigated, and hundreds were forced to sign pledges of heterosexuality, pressing all LGBT+ 
employees into joblessness or the closet (Williams). This period, commonly referred to as the 
“Lavender Scare,” is well documented (Johnson 2004; Tulin 2006; D’Emilio 1983). Some of the 
most prolific supporters, from politicians to vigilante civilians, of this anti-homosexual campaign 
came out of the state of North Carolina (Johnson; Ahearn 2006). Typically under “sodomy 
laws,” homosexual acts were policed and controlled until the 2003 decision of Lawrence v. 
Texas, which ruled American laws prohibiting private homosexual activity between consenting 
adults as unconstitutional (Garner 2005). However, laws permitting discrimination on the basis 
of sexual orientation and gender identity are still present across the United States today. 
 Queer criminology is a barely emerged subset of critical criminology – with its 
foundations in the work of Michel Foucault and other queer theorists. I will incorporate the 
teachings of the field into my analysis of criminalization of homosexuality in Chapel Hill. 
Critical criminology uses many of the same approaches that queer theorists have developed 
(DeKeseredy 2011; Young 1998; Mooney 2012, 14; Carrington and Hogg 2002, 3; Lea 1998, 
168; Carrington 2002, 119; Cohen 1998). However, the field has also engaged in homophobic 
and heterosexist assumptions about society, making it important to delineate between queer 
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criminology and the more general form of critical criminology (Woods 2013). According to Ball 
(2014a, 2014b) Queer theory has engaged with criminology as an identity category, a conceptual 
tool, and for exposing the need for greater connections between queer theory and criminology.  I 
will contribute to the sparse field through this study, specifically incorporating queer theory in 
my criminological analysis in respect to shame and Foucault’s perspective on benign institutions. 
The Closet 
 According to queer historian George Chauncey (1994) “coming out” was at first used to 
describe the process of queer people revealing their identity to other queer people. After World 
War 2, the closet emerged as a popular metaphor for the process of coming out to the general 
masses or to straight people. “Out of the Closet, Into the Streets” was a gay liberationist motto 
that rang through cities across America during the 1970s, as the political and social phenomenon 
of the closet coincided with the gay liberationist movement. Many scholars have attempted to 
reinterpret the closet, not as a place of repression and vacant queerness, but as a formative state 
that is generative of the queer self (Seidman 1998). The seminal piece on the closet within queer 
theory is Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s (1990) Epistemology of the Closet, which drew on the 
theoretical insights of Michel Foucault, evidenced with literary texts, ethnography, and analytical 
interpretations of society. Sedgwick has remained the foremost, and one of the only, scholars to 
broadly generalize the closet, and the hetero-homo binary, as a founding principle of a number of 
seemingly unrelated western ideas and relationships of power and control. I will expand upon her 
work, turning from a literary focus to a sociological one in understanding the fluid dynamics of 
coming out in the late 20th century, and the larger Cartesian dualities related to the closet, such as 




Historical research provides a set of unique hurdles, primarily that it requires the 
researcher to rely heavily on secondary sources. With this in mind, I exhausted all the possible 
methods at my disposal, utilizing archival data as well as the memories of those with lived 
experiences. By combining narratives from past and present, I am able to paint a more 
comprehensive picture of how events unfolded. The archival research is useful for a general 
understanding of the social climate of Chapel Hill from the 70s-90s, and the interview and oral 
history data allowed me to understand specificities not immediately apparent in the archival 
record.  
The dataset being used in this project is a combination of digitized and archived 
newspapers housed in the North Carolina Digital Heritage Center (The Daily Tar Heel, Lambda 
Newsletter), oral interviews provided by the Southern Oral History Program (SOHP), and 
interview data collected by myself. The Digital Heritage Center works with the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Wilson’s Special Collections Library to “scan, describe, and 
publish historical materials online” (Digital NC). Utilizing the search function, I keyword 
searched “gay,” “lesbian,” and “homosexual” to filter through the Daily Tar Heel (DTH) 
newspapers, sorted by relevancy. I used these terms because, through the late 20th century, 
queerness was typically rhetorically framed in this terminology, as opposed to contemporary 
understandings which are much more rhetorically diverse and varied. I analyzed 64 articles, 
omitting those that weren’t deemed relevant, such as, for example, an article on a person with the 
last name ‘Gay.’ This included 4 newsletters, 11 interview segments, 29 news reports, 5 opinion 
pieces, and 15 letters to the editor. A chronological listing of articles analyzed can be found in 
Appendix A. The Daily Tar Heel is the only general-purpose newspaper (as opposed to identity-
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affiliated ones, such as Black Ink, which caters specifically to black students) in the Chapel Hill-
Carrboro area from the time periods being analyzed, the 70s-90s, that was archived and digitized. 
I utilized 3 interviews from the Southern Oral History Program Collection Southern 
Communities: Listening for a Change: History of Gay Men and Transgender People in the 
South. This collection has no research restrictions, allowing me full access to the records. The 
interviewees were as follows: 
Interviewee K-0196 – Former local elected official 
Interviewee K-0844 – former student and community member 
Interviewee K-0849 – Former Carolina Gay Association2 Faculty Advisor and Professor 
I interviewed 4 informants who were likely to have salient memories of the campus and 
town culture, mostly LGBT+ community members and activists. The interviews were semi-
structured and covered a range of topics – including medical understandings of homosexuality, 
their experience with the closet, and the criminalization of homosexuality. One interview was 
conducted in the home of the interviewee, and the other three were conducted over the phone. 
They each lasted from 30-50 minutes, none of the subjects were compensated, and all subjects 
were given pseudonyms, but also informed of the chance of being identified due to the specific 
nature of their contributions. Some of the interviewees lived in Chapel Hill or Carrboro after 
                                                          
2 The Carolina Gay Association, an LGBTQ+ interest and affinity student organization, is central to my analysis for 
its consistent promugaltation of pro-LGBT+ ideas in The Daily Tar Heel. Founded in 1974, it is the largest LGBTQ 
student organization in the southeast (Windmeyer 2006). The CGA has undergone several name transitions, 
including Carolina Gay and Lesbian Association (CGLA), Bisexuals, Gay Men, Lesbians, and Allies for Diversity 
(B-GLAD), Queer Network for Change (QNC), Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Straight Alliance 
(GLBTSA), and the name it currently holds, Sexuality And Gender Alliance (SAGA).  
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1999, but they were asked to restrict their answers to their experience in the 20th century. This 
project was approved by the Office of Human Research Ethics as IRB Study #19-3242. 
Interviewee #1 – Former Co-Chair of the Carolina Gay and Lesbian Association (1971-1972) 
Interviewee #2 – Former professor and federal government official (1982-1994) 
Interviewee #3 – Former local elected official (1982-1999) 
Interviewee #4 – Former Carolina Gay and Lesbian Association Advisor (1986-1999) 
The interview guide can be found in Appendix B.  
 Historical research always entails a level of uncertainty due to the inability for 
researchers to experience the events themselves. Relying on secondary sources and the words of 
others leaves the researcher subject to possible cultural biases and inaccurate narratives. To 
account for the possible obfuscation of history, I attempted to compile a diverse data set: archival 
sources from the period, interviews conducted by other researchers, and interviews conducted by 
myself. Between the three independent entities, I am able to interrogate and/or corroborate 
findings for a broader and more comprehensive analysis. 
THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF SEXUALITY 
 Before discussing how methods of social control were deployed in legal and medical 
domains, it is important to understand how, and why, queer people came to be a concrete 
minority group that the heterosexual majority could weaponize prosecutorial tools against. The 
rise of capitalism brought about distinctive queer identities and subcultures, as well as inflamed 
vitriol towards homosexuality. The vitriol is, in part, fueled by a ‘constitutive malaise’ affecting 
heterosexuality. I expand upon this concept by connecting a current cultural example and 
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archival data to demonstrate how homosexuals subverted traditional gender roles, and the 
“sexual projects” heterosexuals engaged in response to this existential threat. In this section, I 
address how both homosexuality and heterosexuality interdependently function in society. 
 The rise of American capitalism in the 19th century created wage-based labor as opposed 
to self-sufficient households or slavery, endowing individuals with a new-found autonomy. This 
autonomy was the “necessary material condition” for homosexual identity and subculture 
(D’Emilio 1993, 467). David Greenberg and Marcia Bystryn (1984, 85) argue that the rise of 
capitalism and bureaucracy also fomented homophobic sentiments, “contributing to this 
stigmatization by intensifying competition among men, by fostering an ethos of self-restraint 
antagonistic to sexual expression.” In a hypercompetitive capitalist society, traits of aggression 
and competition are promoted, while traits such as “emotional expressiveness, emotional 
dependence, and nurturance,” are discouraged. A 2005 study in the Journal of Epidemiology and 
Community Health similarly found men to engage in “excessive risk taking and the suppression 
of emotions…” in order to achieve capital and status. This socialization molds a ‘bureaucratic 
personality’ in men “making them methodical, rational, prudent, disciplined, unemotional, and 
preoccupied with conformity to expectations” (Greenberg and Bystryn 1984, 86; Merton 1957). 
Of course, homophobia is not only found in capitalist societies, nor is capitalism the sole root of 
homophobia, but the relationship in modern western society is important to highlight. 
In this regard, homosexuality is seen as a symbolic repudiation and existential threat to 
traditional gender roles (Greenberg and Bystryn 1984). In many ways, it was: one gay man 
described, in the 7/13/1998 DTH issue, “It’s OK for me to share some of my feelings with other 
men. It’s OK for me to cry in front of other men…. I think that a straight man’s fearing that 
somebody else might label him as queer is the reason why straight men don’t share as much.” 
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Another man is quoted as saying, in the 9/26/1991 DTH issue, “But being gay is just the ultimate 
expression of life. Straight men have to be masculine. They can’t even have a friend [who is a 
man], as a gay man I can express exactly how I feel about anyone. I can be more open and 
caring.” These men characterized the subversion of masculine virtues that fueled anti-gay 
sentiments in the 20th century (Adam 1985).  
 Lesbians in 20th century America were not spared from the heteropatriarchal roots of 
competitive capitalism. In Victorian society, Sapphic relationships, referred to as ‘boston 
marriages,’ between women were relatively accepted, because they did not threaten the 
economic domination men held (Faderman 1985). Victorian society was also important for its 
obsession with repressing sexuality. The significance of sexuality during this period created 
sexual scripts, embedding cultural and social meaning in sexual acts (Fitzgerald and Grossman 
2017; Sedgwick 1990).  It is only after women became more financially enfranchised and 
entered the workforce, that homosexuality among women was seen as a threat to the nuclear 
family, and an escape from male control (Adam 1985). By the late 20th century, lesbianism too 
was seen as a subversion of traditional gender roles, and a threat to the heteropatriarchy.  
Understanding how homosexuality subverted traditional gender roles, it is now clear why 
it was important for heterosexuals to stigmatize homosexuality, in turn maintaining the 
heteronormative status quo. The social labeling of persons as deviant offers two mechanisms of 
social control, first by providing a clear threshold between the permissible and impermissible, as 
to not allow any deviance without being subjected to the entirety of prosecutorial state tools. 
Secondly, labeling segregates the deviants from the pure, allowing the majority of the population 
to justify harmful treatment of deviant subgroups (Goffman 1956). However, deviancy is not 
only projected upon homosexuals, but sometimes reified by them. Many queer people in the 20th 
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century accepted this characterization because it naturalizes their behavior, removing their 
responsibility as actively immoral decision makers (McIntosh 1968).  
The deviant labeling people imposed upon homosexuality is clear in the letter to the 
editor “Homosexuals destroy moral fiber of United States,’ which states:  
We are not willing to endorse a perversion that is contributing to the moral decline of the 
nation, the destruction of the family and the promulgation of sexually transmitted 
diseases. Our society does not allow prostitutes, adulterers, and those who sexually prefer 
animals to celebrate their lifestyle publicly… Why should homosexuals get special 
privileges?” (DTH, 4/22/1976). 
At once, we see what I have previously outlined, the fear homosexuality raises – the moral 
decline of the nation and destruction of the family – as well as the means of control: grouping 
them in an underworld of sex workers, adulterers, and bestiality.  
While this letter lays out in explicit terms the arguments against acceptance of 
homosexuality, a 7/29/1971 DTH interview between a staff member and an ‘anonymous 
homosexual’ reveals the undercurrents of deviance that implicitly pervaded attitudes about 
homosexuality at the time. One question, “when you think of gay, do you think of tender love or 
animal sex?” explicates the ties between homosexuality and promiscuity. Another – “what about 
morality?” in reference to what is necessary in a gay relationship. The positing of these questions 
in a newspaper interview exposes the assumptions about homosexuality many held in the late 
twentieth century. Further, the interviewer asks, “Paul, do you mind being labeled gay?” to 
which Paul (a pseudonym) responds, in part, 
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 “I’m not a whore. I have gone out for money, but I don’t like that as much, I’m not a 
hustler by any means. My roommate feels differently; he’s made a lot of money 
hustling.”  
Without even a reference to sex work in the question, one sees how even gay people at the time 
internalized this notion of deviance, that to be labeled ‘gay’ was akin to being labeled ‘hustler.’ 
While sociologists understood this phenomenon at the time, they in-part reinforced it by studying 
homosexuality specifically through this lens, taking on the public’s sociological analysis, rather 
than understanding the full range of experiences involved in homosexuality. As a personal 
anecdote, this became clear to me in the research process, in which the books on homosexuality 
were placed near those on sex work, child sex abuse, and other ‘deviant’ categories. 
Queer theorists also identified this social phenomenon, but utilized the poststructuralist 
theories of Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida to do so. Derrida argues that meaning is 
produced through difference, in which the marginal is necessary in order to maintain the center 
(Derrida 1976). In this respect, identity is never unitary, but dependent on what it negates. In 
Inside/Out: Queer Theories, Lesbian Theories/Gay Theories, Fuss (1991) applies 
deconstructionism to the hetero-homo binary, arguing that defining homosexuality is necessary 
to maintain heterosexuality. Instead of defining homosexuals as deviant in order to create a 
‘pure’ heterosexual population, as sociologists had done, Fuss argues that homosexuals are 
placed at the margins to maintain the central heterosexual identity. Queer theorists, in their 
rejection of a focus on the homosexual individual or culture, but rather on sexualizing forces and 
the sexual binary in its entirety, open up a critical line of inquiry for the poststructuralist 
sociologist. Deviance and labeling theory brought forth study on “the specific content of the 
homosexual role and… the organization and functions of homosexual groups” (McIntosh 1968, 
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192) but shed little light on the functions of heterosexuality (Namaste 1994). As the dominant 
sexual ideology, Namaste argues that it is imperative to investigate how heterosexuality operates 
with the same intellectual breadth as homosexuality.  
Queer theorists have sought to understand the generative nature of heterosexuality, as 
Butler states: 
That heterosexuality is always in the act of elaborating itself is evidence that is 
perpetually at risk, that is, that it “knows” its own possibility of being undone. (1991, 23) 
While Butler primarily anchors her theoretical arguments in the ways in which queers parody 
heterosexuality, through butch lesbianism and drag, to expose the constant state of panic it exists 
in, she also briefly mentions the ways in which this creates a pathos of heterosexuality, a sort of 
‘constitutive malaise.’ This malaise is similarly identified by Seidman (1998) who argues that, as 
queerness becomes more public, heterosexuals will be more concerned with protecting their 
heterosexuality, and Sedgwick (1990) who refers to the concept as the ‘blackmail’ of 
homosexuality. Butler never defines this ‘constitutive malaise,’ so I will do so here: a symptom 
of the desire to perform, and fear of failing to perform, heterosexuality, that necessitates 
projection of one’s heterosexuality in contrast to that which it negates.  
In an interview for Fresh Air, RuPaul, the most famous drag queen of all time, described 
in apt terms the fluid and panicked state of heterosexuality:  
RUPAUL: Well, I - the reaction I got really shocked me because people saw me sexually, 
people's - men, straight men. And this is me doing gender F-word drag. This was not 
"Glamazon" or "Soul Train" dancer look. It was gender F-word. 
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GROSS: So describe what you mean when you say that. 
RUPAUL: It's punk rock. It's a rebellion against the status quo. It's taking everything that 
society holds near and dear and throwing it onto my body and saying, I'm going to do 
what I want. And it's pretty much been that way ever since. 
GROSS: So give me an example of something that you might've worn then. 
RUPAUL: Well, some combat boots with an old prom dress and maybe a mohawk with a 
tiara and some lipstick that's been smeared off to the side of my face. And the reaction I 
got from men - so we're talking straight men, and we could do a whole show on that - 
was revolutionary. And it scared me initially because I thought, wait. Why are you 
looking at me like that? (Laughter) I'd never experienced that before. 
GROSS: Now, tell me more about that. You said we could do a whole show on it, so let 
me at least ask one follow-up here (laughter). 
RUPAUL: Well, the real story - and, you know, every drag queen can tell you that when 
you're alone with a straight man, a lot of things become very clear. And I'm just - I'm 
dancing around this. But what I'm saying is that... 
GROSS: Can you get more specific instead of dancing around it? 
RUPAUL: Well, more specific is that none of the rules apply. It's every man for himself. 
(LAUGHTER) 
RUPAUL: So what I'm saying is that, you know, men like to do things. That's just simple 
as that. And, you know, they would never say that in public. But that's the way it is. 
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GROSS: So what - how did it change your perception to see straight men being attracted 
to you or finding you very attractive when you were dressing in drag? 
RUPAUL: Well, that wasn't the goal. That was sort of a side - that was just an interesting 
development in the whole drag thing. That was never the goal. It was just an interesting - 
and it also confirmed my concept that this whole world is an illusion. It's all a lie. This 
world is a lie, so don't base your value on the lie, you know? I've always been attracted to 
things that were irreverent - you know, Monty Python. I thought, oh, there's my tribe 
because even as a kid, I knew that - I had a sense that none of this was real, that it was all 
an illusion and that it would be a mistake to base my value on the lie.  
 That ‘heterosexual’ men were attracted to RuPaul in what he refers to as “gender fuck” 
drag, is telling. The ‘glamazon’ style that he dawned later in life was distinctly feminine, but 
gender fuck refers to a mix-match cocktail of gendered expression that, if sexuality was as fixed 
and natural as essentialists claim, would not elicit anything from a heterosexual man. And yet, 
many are enticed, because sexuality is fluid, contextual, relational, and “always in progress” 
(Ghaziani 2017; Hall 1990, 222). 
 Due to the instable and neurotic nature of heterosexuality that Butler describes, RuPaul 
knew he would have to wash his persona of components that would be seen as threatening: 
RUPAUL: But also, I knew that, commercially, and as someone who's paying attention, 
that if I wanted to make it mainstream, I would have to be nonthreatening to Betty and 
Joe Beercan (ph). And what I did was I came up with a recipe, which was one part Cher, 




RUPAUL: ...You know, Diana Ross and two heaping spoonfuls of Dolly Parton. And I 
took the - what would be perceived by Betty and Joe Beercan as subversive sexuality, I 
took that out of the equation, and people responded. 
The ‘constitutive malaise’ affecting heterosexuality evokes a rejection of that which could 
possibly expose its instability, forcing RuPaul to desexualize himself to achieve commercial 
success by appeasing ‘Betty and Joe Beercan’ heterosexuals. 
 I will expand upon the ‘constitutive malaise’ of heterosexuality seen in RuPaul’s 
remarks, showing how people in Chapel Hill often made attempts to reassert or elaborate their 
heterosexuality in the face of homosexuality. Borrowing from Omi and Winant’s (2015) 
conception of “racial projects,” the means by which race is actualized through discourse and 
action, I offer a similar categorization of “sexual projects,” referring to the specific actions and 
discourse heterosexuals engaged in to assuage this ‘constitutive malaise.’ ‘Blue Jeans Day’ was 
day promoted by the Carolina Gay Association, in which members and allies of the LGBT+ 
community would wear blue jeans to increase visibility of the community. In response, one 
3/25/1983 letter to the editor employed a sexual project, stating “I, myself, make the choice of 
ignoring CGA’s call to blue jeans by acting as I always do – by wearing my blue jeans.” 
Through this call to arms, he inverts activism against the status quo into that for the status quo, 
using Blue Jeans Day to proclaim not homosexuality, but heterosexuality. Not difference, but 
normalcy.  




“With regard to the campus organization as the Carolina Gay Association, we feel that 
entirely too much support has been given to this attempt at legitimizing aberration. We 
who are left (far and away the majority, straight and heterosexual) are tired of being the 
victims of reverse discrimination, de facto et de jure. We are, accordingly, forming the 
Carolina Straight Association, with the goals of promoting awareness of, and pride in, our 
great heterosexual heritage” (DTH, 3/24/1983). 
The tongue-in-cheek nature of this excerpt is odd, considering it undermines her very 
argument, and reveals the known truth: heterosexuals were in no true peril due to the Carolina 
Gay Association. Yet, because of the internal peril of heterosexuality, the writer still found it 
necessary to reify her heterosexuality in opposition to the Carolina Gay Association. There is no 
implicit element to the ‘constitutive malaise’ heterosexuality is in tension with – 8 years later, a 
4/22/1991 letter to the editor by an undergraduate argued “homophobia could result from 
homosexual activism,” and that “the best way to ensure an increase in hate crimes seems to be to 
shove one’s homosexuality in the faces of those who are least accepting of it.” This sexual 
project demonstrates the negotiation a heteronormative society offered to queer people: stay in 
the closet perpetually, so as to not disrupt the heteronormative status quo, or face the 
consequences. All of these examples demonstrate how heterosexuality constantly elaborates 
itself in opposition to homosexuality, maintaining the center through the marginal by using 
sexual projects to transform queer activism or visibility into a discursive tool to reproduce one’s 
own heterosexuality.  
Expanding this theoretical framework, the strict imposition of disciplinary power the 
heterosexist society places over those who contest or transgress borders of gender and sexuality 
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perhaps most harshly affects queer people, but also heterosexual people who do so. This is clear 
in Chapel Hill, as a guest writer, in defense of Blue Jeans Day, argued: 
Homophobic judgements based on appearance and mannerisms are not based on internal 
truths about an individual, but on his or her outward image and impression. Blue Jeans 
Day exemplifies our collective oppression as members of a society that promotes rigid 
dogma of “appropriate” and “inappropriate” behavior (DTH, 4/15/1991). 
Another letter to the editor writes:  
Not only does homophobia victimize gay people by forcing us into silence, but 
homophobia also victimizes heterosexual people… After all, wearing blue jeans on Blue 
Jeans Day will somehow make your sexual orientation suspect, and I suppose that this 
causes unbearable stress… (DTH, 4/22/1991). 
Both demonstrate the disciplinary control heteronormativity holds, not only in maintaining the 
margins, but also through the constant threat those in the center face of being banished to the 
margins. They also demonstrate how the hetero/homo binary pervades society, as Sedgwick 
(1990) describes, bleeding into larger cultural binaries of masculinity/femininity. This ecosystem 
is incredibly powerful in maintaining a heteronormative society, stifling possible defectors who 
might otherwise contest the boundaries set.  
Prior to understanding how sexuality functions in specific institutional contexts, it was 
necessary to lay a framework for the construction and generation of both homosexuality and 
heterosexuality. I do so by describing the capitalist roots of modern American sexuality and 
developing a theoretical apparatus for Butler’s theory of ‘constitutive malaise,’ that incorporates 
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the specific “sexual projects” used as a result of the infliction. I also describe the indiscriminate 
nature of heterosexism, and how it not only affects those at the margins, but also those at the 
center. Having set the broad theoretical terms of a “queer sociology,” I will elaborate upon some 
important institutional contexts – the medicalization, criminalization, and closetization of 
homosexuality.  
THE MEDICALIZATION OF HOMOSEXUALITY 
Now that I have developed a  queer sociological understanding of how heterosexuality 
and homosexuality interact in-tandem, we can turn to the institutional ways in which this 
relationship exists. I will first exemplify how heterosexism pervaded medical discourse, 
nationally and in Chapel Hill, as it is this medical knowledge that provided for the 
individualizing of sexual criminality and was the intellectual basis for much of the attacks on 
homosexuality (Weeks 1996). I describe the competing models present, incorporating Butler’s 
theory of constitutive malaise, and illustrate how the AIDS epidemic complicated the trajectory 
of medicalization. 
Mary McIntosh (1968) describes how it was through a psychiatric conceptualization of 
homosexuality that people were then able to be labeled homosexual, defining a concrete group to 
exert social control upon. The medicalization of homosexuality was part of a larger scheme, as 
physicians consolidated their regulatory power as ‘moral entrepreneurs,’ (Becker 1963). This 
primed “legal, and particularly medical, professions as central institution in the regulation of 
sexuality” (Irvine 1994).  Though the ‘psychiatric model’ began in the 19th century, it continued 
in reiterated forms throughout the 20th century. However, by the late 20th century, it was now 
competing with several lines of thought – primarily the biological model, developed by Alfred 
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Kinsey, and the social model, promoted by progressives and activists. Foucault (1978) 
interrogated these models as political enterprises rather than scientific inquiries. He viewed the 
medical invention of sexuality as a mode of power moral entrepreneurs used to better locate and 
contain “what” and “who” are threatening the norm, stabilizing the norm by regulating the 
borders – once again providing an ‘out’ to create the ‘in.’  
It is not surprising that this disciplinary power was exerted on a university level, as 
academia is the intellectual birthplace of the epistemology of homosexuality. The contesting 
models of homosexuality during the late 20th century were clearly present in Chapel Hill. One of 
the Carolina Gay Association’s primary early goals was to build a ‘pro-gay’ library, according to 
a 1976 newsletter by the association’s publication, LAMBDA, lamenting that much of the 
literature in UNC libraries is “cure-oriented at best, and homophobic at worst.” The fact that the 
best academic conceptions of homosexuality were still pathological is telling of the pervasive 
hold that the psychiatric model held for decades. The pre-social psychological literature can 
obviously not be disconnected from the practice, which perhaps explains why the 1976 CGA 
president had to meet with the university psychological services after receiving several 
complaints about psychologists making homophobic remarks (LAMBDA, 8/1/1976).  
While psychiatric and biological models of homosexuality were apparent, counter-efforts 
by queer activists exemplified a rising movement towards the social model. The pro-gay library 
was an action that sought to dispel antiquated conceptions of homosexuality, towards a 
progressive social conception, laid out by the Carolina Gay Association in 1976: 
“It’s certainly true that a lot of homosexuals lead lonely, miserable lives, but why might 
they be lonely and miserable? Could it be that all their lives they’ve been told by society 
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that they’re supposed to feel that way? Are they lonely and miserable because they grew 
up with a news and entertainment media that always portrayed gays as shallow 
stereotypes rather than as real people? There isn’t anything inherent within the gay 
lifestyle that produces unhappiness. All of it results from the intolerance of a hostile 
society” (DTH, 11/22/1976). 
This interaction demonstrates a microcosm of a much larger debate happening in American 
society at the time, as the diagnosis of homosexuality was only removed from the American 
Psychological Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual three years earlier – amid heated 
debate from psychiatrists in the psychoanalytic community (Drescher, 2015). These 
conversations were still happening in the 1990s, as B-GLAD (Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians, and 
Allies for Diversity, the successive student organization following the Carolina Lesbian and Gay 
Association) hosted a “Celebration Week” that “aims to end myths about homosexuality” and 
“the ways in which society perceives homosexuality” (DTH, 3/28/1994). The conflicting 
understandings of homosexuality present in Chapel Hill defined the late 20th century gay rights 
movement. 
The ‘constitutive malaise’ affecting heterosexuality was visible in medical discourse. It 
was not enough to naturalize homosexuality through pathology, but also to naturalize 
homophobia. A letter to the editor argued that “Maybe what liberals label as “homophobia” is 
natural. It would explain why homosexuality is virtually unobservable in other primate species... 
perhaps “homophobia” is natural for the majority of heterosexuals, and no amount of guilt 
induction will change that” (DTH, 4/22/1991). This argument preempts a 1995 study by 
psychologist Gordon Gallup, that sought to test whether aversion to homosexuality is a product 
of unconscious, gene-driven factors (Bering 2011).  Once again, the generative nature of a 
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heterosexuality at risk is apparent – defining not only heterosexuality, but also homophobia, as 
the natural and normal opposite to homosexuality. 
Of course, it is impossible to discuss medical knowledge of homosexuality without 
addressing how the AIDS epidemic might have impacted conceptions. The AIDS epidemic is 
faulted with reversing much of the progress that 1970s queer activists made in redefining the 
etiological origins of homosexuality (Adam 1987; Seidman 1992). With victims primarily falling 
in three categories: sex workers, homosexuals, and injecting drug-users, it reinforced the 
deviancy thesis, reinvigorating psychiatric models of homosexuality. One letter to the editor 
describes homosexuals as people who “engage in acts that sicken both their minds and (most 
particularly in light of the AIDS disease) their body” (DTH, 3/24/1983). AIDS was weaponized 
to create a connection between the pathological and biological, this disease as evidence of a 
larger, psychological problem. Within a poststructuralist interpretation, we can understand this 
rhetoric towards homosexuality as a means of creating a sick (of mind and body), depraved 
homosexual in contrast to the natural, healthy heterosexual general population (Cole, 1994). The 
binary of health/illness is intimately related to the larger homo-hetero binary (Sedgwick, 1990). 
The coding of homophobia on AIDS victims, regardless of sexuality, demonstrates how 
heterosexism pervaded medicine, even in heterosexual contexts. 
It is important to underscore that this wasn’t by any means the only opinion Chapel Hill 
residents held towards the AIDS epidemic. In fact, interviewee #3 described how Chapel 
Hill/Carrboro was one of the only southern cities to open a home for those suffering from the 
illness. The process began in 1990, following the creation of the AIDS Service Agency of 
Orange County, with mixed community reception, some residents decried the potential for 
lowered property value, and others asked “would children be molested at the bus stop?” (Spruill). 
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However, it also received an outpouring of support from community members and businesses. In 
discussing how medical institutions are often used for social control, I do not want to neglect the 
ways in which they can also be beneficial – the UNC School of Dentistry offered free dental 
services to residents of the house, and a “local mental health program,” waived its fees for 
residents in cases of indigence (Southern Historical Collection). This instance demonstrates a 
core feature of Chapel Hill’s LGBT+ history, harboring both support and prejudice, able to 
expose many of the actions and attitudes held on both sides of the issue on a national level.  
The medicalization of homosexuality by psychologists and practitioners was crucial to 
individualizing it in order to enable the criminal justice system to properly persecute queer 
people. By illustrating the battle for more sexuality-affirming literature at UNC, I demonstrate 
the conflicting epistemological models of homosexuality that were competing during the late 20th 
century. I also refer to Butler’s constitutive malaise, situating it in socio-medical discourse, and 
use the Orange County AIDS House to elaborate upon the differing opinions held by community 
members at the time. 
THE CRIMINALIZATION OF HOMOSEXUALITY 
 Once properly medicalized, the criminal justice system had a visceral impact on queer 
people. Through the case study of Chapel Hill, I attempt a “queered” criminology that advances 
the field by addressing the ‘invisibility element,’ queer shame, and skepticism towards ‘benign’ 
institutions and policies. I do so by exposing the more subliminal ways in which the criminal 
justice system discriminates against queer people after sodomy laws lost enforcement power, 
such as through education systems and police entrapment. I also show how shame is channeled 
into law by people of all sexualities in order maintain heteronormativity. 
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Only in the 21st century has there been a serious consideration given to the possible 
“queering” of criminology (Ball 2016; Woods 2014; Dalton 2016). Though, this critical inquiry, 
Woods (2014) argues, is long overdue, in part as a form of reparation to the ways I outlined in-
which, historically, sociologists and criminologists have been complicit, and in some ways active 
perpetrators, in criminalizing queer people. There are issues in criminology that have been 
identified which could benefit from a queering: an ‘invisibility element’ in which discussions of 
sexual orientation virtually disappears from criminological theory after the 1970s, when sodomy 
laws largely lost force in the United States, either through repeal or lack of enforcement (Woods 
2014; Eskridge 2008). The studies that do occur, often focus on bullying, hate crimes, and 
intimate partner violence (Woods 2014). Groombridge (1998) also develops an argument for a 
‘queered criminology,’ incorporating poststructuralist sociological principles to not just study 
‘gay subcultures,’ which reinforces the minority model and the homosexual subject-position, but 
also sexualizing forces and institutions. However, like in sociology, there is a danger in going too 
far in criminological deconstruction to the point of abstracting the field from the “flesh and blood 
subjects” who “bleed and suffer real trauma” (Dalton 2016, 20). My work is uniquely positioned 
to answer this call, as a number of scholars suggest that queer criminology should utilize 
qualitative methodologies to creatively capture experiences (Panfil 2014, 108; Woods 2013, 28; 
2014, 17l; Buist and Lenning 2016, 123).  
A chronological history of the criminalization of homosexuality is beyond the scope of 
this thesis, and has been done elsewhere (Weeks 1996). I will specifically discuss criminalization 
from 1970-1999, which had passed the height of persecution, but still affected queer lives. Once 
homosexuality was defined through medical discourse, legal measures were able to take shape to 
continue the social control of homosexuality. This took place in the penal code through ‘sodomy 
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laws,’ which outlawed a variety of sexual acts, but often targeted sex between persons of the 
same sex. North Carolina was one of the most punitive states towards homosexuality, as one of 
the 14 remaining to still have a sodomy law in 2003, when the Supreme Court decision of 
Lawrence v. Texas struck them down nation-wide. I investigate how these laws impacted the 
lives of LGBT+ people after the 1970s in Chapel Hill, filling the gap in literature caused by the 
‘invisibility element.’ I stipulate that the relative liberalness of the town and community provided 
a certain protection not offered to queers in more conservative areas. As The University of North 
Carolina is a public institution, governed by state laws, I will also demonstrate how legal 
measures were undertaken in an educational context.  
In 1991, UNC instituted a non-discrimination policy for sexual orientation, and received 
both support and backlash (DTH 4/22/1991). This policy came as the result of a CGLA’s co-
chair’s advocacy for the policy to the Chancellor (K-0849 SOHP). This progressive step shows 
the relative lack of enforcement of sodomy laws at the time, though there was fear that the 
general assembly would retaliate when it came to setting budgets (DTH 4/22/1991). Previous 
queer criminological scholarship has contended that seemingly benign policies are still worthy of 
critical interrogation. Through Foucault’s theory of power, these measures are still exercises of 
power themselves, and function to “cast… the law in particular and the state more generally as 
neutral arbiters of injury rather than as themselves invested with the power to injure” (Brown 
1995, 27). Mogul et al. (2011, 140) also posits that while state institutions can be deployed in 
service of some queer people, they often are still used for the subjugation of intersectional 
identities, perpetuating violence against segments of the queer community that are immigrant, 
black, brown, or poor. This analysis of state power can be readily applied to a university, 
especially a public one that is itself an arm of the state.  
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The need to be suspect of institutions, even when under the auspice of progressivism, is 
no clearer when, in the same year, then Speaker of the Student Congress, now speaker of the 
North Carolina House of Representatives, Tim Moore, passed a controversial resolution through 
the summer session to defund the CGLA (Carolina Gay and Lesbian Association). He argued 
that it violated North Carolina’s “crimes against nature” sodomy law, and that the student 
government code prohibited congress from funding illegal activities (DTH, 6/13/1991). This 
action being despite a column from Moore in the Daily Tar Heel mere months earlier stating that 
he wouldn’t attempt to do so (DTH, 4/22/1991). Luckily, the summer session doesn’t have 
funding capabilities, and the bill was never brought to the full session. This incident was not 
isolated, Interviewee #4 described the “incredible amount of garbage,” the CGLA went through 
during his tenure as faculty advisor at this time. SOHP interviewee K-0849, who advised the 
group in the 1980s, similarly explained the backlash the organization received, “It mainly took 
the form of an attempt to defund the organization every year. It was the same tired old crap every 
year.” This example demonstrates how anti-gay laws can be utilized in a wide variety of ways, 
such as educational contexts, even when they are not enforced themselves, and further shows the 
nuance of queer experiences within the criminal justice system. It also exemplifies how 
Foulcault’s analysis of power can be more broadly applied to state institutions, such as a 
university, and the danger in blind-faith to these institutions.  
A 7/29/1971 DTH interviewee stated “If a cop catches two men parking he doesn’t just 
tell them to move on, he takes them to jail.” However, in terms of actual criminality as defined 
by the sodomy laws, all four interviewees I spoke to stated that they felt very little legal risk. By 
the early 1990s, Interviewee #3, a former elected official, said that it was openly understand by 
municipal officials and police officers in Chapel Hill/Carrboro that sodomy laws weren’t to be 
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enforced. These vastly different experiences possibly demonstrate how rapidly legal 
enforcement, if not the laws themselves, were changing.  
Just because the concrete laws weren’t enforced doesn’t mean queer people were free 
from legal persecution. Gay bars often took steps to protect their queer clientele, as SOHP 
interviewee K-0844 describes, “they wanted to make certain that gay people felt safe, because 
people came from all over the Southeast to go to the Electric Company3 and in order to protect 
people, I guess, their motivation, I guess they were good people, was that they did not want 
outsiders, straight people, trouble makers in.” Yet, even with these measures, queer people still 
felt the repercussions of unequal application of the law, as interviewee #3 describes: 
“Back in the late '80s, middle-late 80's, there was a big gay bar in Durham that everybody 
went to, it was the only one the area. The Durham police started putting up roadblocks 
late at night, when people were leaving the bar to capture drunk drivers. They were only 
doing it outside of that gay bar, in other words, they weren't doing it outside of straight 
bars in Durham.”   
Queer members of the Chapel Hill community often traveled to Durham for nightlife, and 
would be caught in police entrapment on their way out. This form of legal discrimination is a 
critical part to queer history, seen in the landmark catalyst to the modern queer liberation 
movement – the Stonewall Riots – which were prompted by police raids on the Stonewall Inn, a 
gay bar in Manhattan (History.com 2019). The ‘invisibility element’ in queer criminology is, in-
part, due to a faulty assumption about the effects of law on queer lives. This event exemplifies 
                                                          
3 Electric Power Company was a gay bar in Durham, North Carolina. 
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that the experience is much more complicated than solely black-letter law, and that queer people 
still experienced judicial repercussions even if those laws were not enforced.  
While giving due diligence to the historical record of queer experiences with sodomy 
laws after the 1970s, I’d also like to turn to a more theoretical contribution to the field of queer 
criminology. In Criminology & Queer Theory: Dangerous Bedfellows? Matthew Ball (2016) 
charts a previously untraversed terrain at the intersections of criminology and queer theory: 
shame. He argues that shame has played an important role in the respective fields but has yet to 
be researched in concert with each other. Shame has long been used by criminal justice systems 
to aide in the stigmatization and penalization of offenders (McAlinden 2005; Karp 1998). Shame 
has also played a central role in queer analysis, queer scholars have also sought to understand 
impacts of shame, positively and negatively, as it plays a heavy role in queer subjectivity 
(Sedgwick 2003; Munt 2007; Warner 1999, 8; Bersani and Phillips 2008, 32; Stockton 2006; 
Probyn 2005). Ball does not himself undertake the task of creating a queer criminological 
framework of shame, but rather posits a set of questions for future researchers in this infantile 
theoretical landscape. 
I will incorporate two perspectives on queer shame in criminology, through the 
homosexual panic legal defense and libel suits, addressing its impact on both heterosexual and 
queer individuals. Shame in a queer context isn’t exclusive to homosexuals, seen in the 
‘homosexual panic’ legal defense. ‘Homsexual Panic’ describes a plea used by defendants of gay 
bashing crimes, arguing that their homophobia is so visceral, it prompts them to commit violence 
against the queer person (Chuang 1988). Those who claim a ‘homosexual panic’ defense argue 
that their psychological response was so strong and innate, it provided legal haven for their 
actions. The homosexual panic defense exemplifies the intimate connection between medical and 
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legal institutions, with medical discourse often informing legal decisions. Further, this 
homosexual panic argument possibly defends those whose "insecurity about their own 
masculinity" are so fervent as to permit a plea based on “diminution of normal moral 
responsibility” (Sedgwick 1990, 29). Once again, the constitutive malaise of an unstable 
heterosexuality creates a pathology to naturalize homophobia. This pathology of shame is then 
weaponized through the law to protect gay bashers, demonstrating the link between the social 
construction of heterosexuality, medicine, and law.  
Legal shame is a double-edged sword, used not only to protect homophobes, but also 
homosexuals, all to the same end of maintaining heteronormativity. The only “gay” bar in 
Chapel Hill in 1978, Christopher’s, refused entry to straight people because queer customers 
don’t want to be “snickered or gawked at,” or “treated like a freak show” (DTH, 12/5/1978). This 
exemplifies how queer shame is rooted in its non-normativity, as a relational and culturally-
produced emotion (Cover 2012, 98). Yet, there are still quotations around “gay,” because the 
manager refused to refer to it as that, despite the fact that it ostensibly was, because he feared 
libel suits. Here is another example of how queer people can reify heteronormative social 
structures, in this case utilizing the criminal justice system to threaten, or act upon, libel lawsuits 
as a means of protecting themselves from the shame of queerness. In fact, it wasn’t until 2012 
that being called gay, as a straight person, was struck down as a defamatory claim by a court 
(Richards 2010). This conception provides a stark inversion of normative understandings of 
queer dealings with the law – as enactors rather than victims, and demonstrates how queer people 
can perpetuate deviant labeling of queerness, not only through their words, but also through legal 
systems. That, to be seen in a known gay bar, is so embarrassing and shameful, legal recourse is 
necessary, demonstrating the link between the social construction of homosexuality and the law.  
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In an effort to utilize elements from both queer theory and sociology, I focus on the 
criminalization of homosexuality in both a historical and theoretical respect. I use qualitative 
methods to discuss the nuance of experiences queer people face in respect to the law, and 
incorporate a queer criminological perspective on shame. Through this work, I hope future 
researchers can expand further upon both shame and the invisibility element to contribute to the 
emergent field of queer criminology.  
THE CLOSETIZATION OF HOMOSEXUALITY 
 As law and medicine are institutions widely studied by sociologists, I turn to a third 
social structure that has been given less attention – the closet. I describe the closet as a personal, 
social, and political phenomenon, as well as a fluid and contingent one. I contend that access to a 
network and information is crucial to coming out for most queer people during this time period, 
and demonstrate the social spaces where closeted people could acquire access. I also argue that 
the AIDS crisis muddled the closet by both forcing people both in and out of it. The Midwest 
Rainbow Research Institute refers to post-WW2 institutional policies that prejudiced queer 
people as the “closetization” of LGBTQ+ identity (Wade, 8) and D'Augelli (1989) used the term 
to describe the shame people impose over queer students to force them back into the closet. In 
keeping with the themes of this thesis, I use this term to describe the social construction of “the 
closet” on both an interpersonal and societal level, through the processes I outline below. 
Sociologists have theorized the closet as an interpersonal and intrapersonal experience 
(Plummer 1996) but have not taken the step queer theorists have in articulating it as a defining 
social principle in western society (Sedgwick 1990). Perhaps it’s obscurity as an academic focus 
is a consequence of its relatively recent origins, as George Chauncey (1994) describes, “coming 
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out of the closet” wasn’t a term used commonly until the 1960s. Though, in this study of post-
1960s sexuality, it is of supreme importance. Sociologist Ken Plummer (1996) provides a 
theoretical framework for understanding how people first come to understand themselves as 
homosexual, which is the inherent first step to telling the world one is. Taking a symbolic 
interactionist perspective, he argues that it is through a particular set of ‘sensitizing’ experiences 
that lead to the potentiality for homosexual identification. This could be explicit, such as a sexual 
act with a member of the same sex, or implicit, such as a sense of “differentness,” or perception 
that one is “not like other men,” as demonstrated in my discussion of the emotional differences 
many homosexual men experience. The accumulation of these sensitizing experiences is referred 
to as ‘signification.’ 
 This process of sensitization and signification is clear in Interviewee #1’s description of 
how he came to realize his sexuality: 
“It was organic in the sense that it happened as I started meeting people and as I 
experienced things both good and bad. It just gradually happened.” 
The interviewee describes this gradual accumulation of experiences that lead to an eventual 
salient identity. I include this section because it is pertinent to a sociological understanding of the 
coming out process, but I stipulate that my research is limited in this regard, as the vast majority 
of the queer people whose statements I analyzed, whether through archival research or 
interviews, were already out. Thus, they were less instrumental in understanding the experience 
of closeted queer people. This limitation, in my understanding of the literature, is quite endemic 
to the field, perhaps as a consequence of the difficulty in finding closeted subjects to research. 
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The vast majority of academic inquiry focuses on post-closet queerness, and suggests a need for 
more investigation into closeted lives.  
Signification is not limited to personal experiences, but also the person’s experience of 
the world around them. Viewing the virulently negative attitudes towards homosexuality in the 
20th century, the person becomes ‘disoriented’ in their identity, seeing it as something shameful, 
immoral, and ultimately, something to hide, leading them to the closet (Plummer 1996). Though, 
Plummer ignores a component in his analysis. In a report on a ‘female impersonator’ (now 
known as drag queen) pageant, a contestant says: 
“I had just come out of the mental ward from a nervous breakdown, when I decided it 
would probably be a good time to explain why I was there.” (DTH, 9/26/1991) 
While disorientation mostly pushes homosexuals into the closet, there are times when the 
disorientation can become so great, so debilitating, that they feel it necessary to come out, as the 
female impersonator did to his family. 
Sedgwick (1990, 3) describes the closet, not from a sociological perspective, but a 
discursive one. Drawing on Foucault, she argues that being in the closet is “a performance 
initiated as such by the speech act of silence…” This silence then creates a cycle of 
disorientation. While in isolation, the closeted person does not have access to others of similar 
identities that may aid in quelling this disorientation, leading them to perceive themselves as “the 
only one in the world,” (Plummer 1996). Interviewee #2 described the disorientating experience 
of solitude. Leaving a play, he saw a group of, as he perceived them, gay men, who were in the 
audience. When they left, he followed them to see where they were going – they ended up at a 
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bar. Even this investigative enterprise demonstrates how difficult accessing a larger queer culture 
can be in solitude. Later in the week, the interviewee said he: 
“called and asked, ‘If this was a gay bar,’ and they said, ‘Yes,’ and I said, ‘well, when are 
you open?’ I was very neurotic, paranoid about making the call. They said, ‘Well, we're 
open Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday night,’ so I said, ‘What time do you open?’ 
They said, ‘10 o'clock.’ That next Friday night, I showed up right at 10 o'clock at the 
42nd Street, and of course, there was nobody else there. I was convinced I was the only 
gay person and that's just how closeted I was. That stands out as a memory.” [Emphasis 
added]. 
The interviewee’s experience demonstrates how, without access to other queer people, it can be 
incredibly difficult to break out of the chasm of isolation. The sensation of being alone in one’s 
struggle only further disorients them, in-turn pushing people further in the closet, and the cycle 
continues.  
There are a number of definitions social scientists have used to describe “coming out.” 
Most favor Simon and Gagnon’s “the point in time when there is self-recognition as a 
homosexual, and the first major exploration of the homosexual community” (Simon and Gagnon 
1967, 181). Alternatively, Dank (1971) argues that this community exploration isn’t integral to 
coming out, though my research leads me to agree with Plummer (1996) that exploring a 
community was so foundational during the late 20th century in leading one to come out that it is 
difficult disentangle the two. As a queer person begins to interact with other queer people, both 
sexually and socially, they begin to resolve their feelings of guilt and shame; with the help of 
“coaches” to guide their experience (Strauss 1959).  
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The importance of access to other self-identified queer people in one’s own coming out 
experience was glaringly apparent in my research. Blue Jeans Day was instituted with the 
express purpose of demonstrating how common homosexuality is – both to heterosexuals and 
closeted queer people, to reduce feelings of singularity and isolation (DTH 4/22/1991). Similarly, 
a Gay Awareness Week was executed for “gays who are still in the closet to know that there’s a 
network. They don’t have to feel alone.” (DTH 4/2/1984). In a report on homosexual dating 
experiences, one former UNC student said, “There is a large gay population here at UNC. 
Meeting (homosexual) people is easy,” and that “everyone in the homosexual community here 
(at UNC) seems to know each other…” (DTH 11/16/1999) showing not only the importance of 
an established queer network, but also how interconnected and relational it is. While most 
respondents in the report noted gay bars as a place to meet others, they also mentioned student 
organizations and interest groups. 
Gay bars were an important point of access for many queer people, as demonstrated in 
this humorous title:  
 
One person described the gay bar as a “mecca of the gay community,” while another said that 
“for a lot of people, the bar is the only thing they know about being gay.” The importance of a 
queer social context in coming out is explicated here: 
“Mike says going to the bar was a drastic step for him. ‘Up to that point, I’d only come 
out (admitted he was gay) to a few friends. I was really afraid to go out there. It was the 
first time I’d met somebody in a gay context… It was like going into shock when I saw 
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couples on the dance floor. For the first time, everything seemed to fit. Somehow, it just 
seemed right.’” (DTH, 12/5/1978) 
Mike’s response shows the incredible importance of queer social contexts for both the 
coming out process and disarming disorienting feelings about one’s sexuality. Though, it is 
crucial to not silo the queer experience to bars and clubs, as there are an infinite number of queer 
contexts through which one can gain access to the community. Interviewee #2 states that,  
“In my case, I was here, probably a year, a year and a half and was fairly lonely. I didn't 
know people, I moved down here cold from DC. I just started meeting people I 
remember, I think, one of the key places was this art gallery called Summer Hill Art 
Gallery. They had Sunday openings. A lot of gay people went there and I just started 
meeting people. Then they start introducing you and invite you to a party and before you 
know it, you’re part of the community.”  
For the interviewee, finding this network of other gay people, not through bars, but art, was 
crucial. He describes how he was inundated with internalized homophobia for the first year and 
half, a “general fear of rejection, social rejection” that Chapel Hill, and the network he found, 
was able to alleviate. In contrast, during his time in Washington D.C., he said:  
“I would get on the subway and to go to the hill and would be in Dupont Circle, and I 
knew there were gay people there and I wanted to be with them, but I didn't know how to 
navigate that.” 
Knowledge is imperative to accessing queer communities, and without it, or a network of 
queer people to give you it, navigating queer spaces and identity becomes exceedingly difficult 
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(Plummer 1996). In fact, without this network, the interviewee doubted whether he would have 
ever come out, saying that “the quality of the people I met, the gay people that I met, it was 
really a gay family,” were integral to him coming out of the closet. Similarly, interviewee #3 
stated that he began to come out in “May '83” when he was “working at [residence hall] and 
there were a couple of gay people on that floor and just got connected through with people.” 
Interviewee #1 stated that “there were cruising areas on campus that I went to. That's how 
I got to gradually know people…” Cruising is the act of going to a specific location in search of 
typically casual, anonymous, and one-time sexual encounters, usually between men. It acts as a 
sort of liminal space between the closet, a private act in a public location, such as a gay bar, adult 
video store, public bathroom, or park. Laud Humphreys (1970) found, in a highly controversial 
study, that most men who visited gay cruising grounds were seemingly heterosexual and with 
families. In this regard, cruising could act as a sort of stepping stone, as interviewee #1 
described, for those not out of the closet, or perhaps not even self-identified as homosexual, to 
encounter other homosexual people. 
It is important to note that coming out of the closet it not unitary and stagnant, but rather 
a fluid, continual process. As Sedgwick (1990, 57) recounts, with each new encounter, the queer 
person must calculate the risks associated with coming out, and then decide between secrecy and 
disclosure. This was especially true in 1990, when she wrote The Epistemology of the Closet. By 
virtue of this calculation, she argues that the closet is a defining force in the lives of all queer 
people, and that “… there can be few gay people, however courageous and forthright by habit, 
however fortunate in the support of their immediate communities, in whose lives the closet is not 
still a shaping force.” This negotiation is illustrated in a 11/22/1976 column signed as such: 
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“This column was written by the steering committee of CGA. We regret that we are 
unable to list our names, but the occurrence of harassing phone calls has made this an 
unfortunate necessity.” 
Arguably some of the most courageous and forthright queer students on campus, even the 
Carolina Gay Association leadership was forced back into the closet for their own safety. 
While coming out is an intensely personal experience, it is no coincidence that it’s 
proliferation coincided with the modern gay and lesbian rights movement. In fact, at the first Gay 
Liberation March in New York City in June 1970, one of the organizers stated that “we’ll never 
have the freedom and civil rights we deserve as human beings unless we stop hiding in closets 
and in the shelter of anonymity” (Saguy 2020). The queer liberationist movement of the 1970s 
advocated for coming out as a means of creating a group identity and political strategy for social 
change (Escoffier 1985). In what Gramsci calls a “catharsis,” they weaponized the very structure 
that oppressed them (the closet) for freedom (Escoffier 1985). At the first annual conference the 
National Lesbian and Gay Task Force held in the south, the Executive Director said: 
“It is our belief that the key to our future is visibility – as more and more people come 
out, the true nature of who we are rises above the misleading rhetoric of the religious 
right, and it became clearer and clearer that that we are integral, vital participants in this 
society with so much to offer in the struggle to make this a better world” (DTH, 
11/15/1993). 
The conference was held in North Carolina as a counter-weight to North Carolina’s 
homophobic Senator at the time, Jesse Helms. They argued that the political strategy of visibility 
and activism was working, citing “our proof is the Chapel Hill and Carrboro elections, where 
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Mike Nelson won on the Carrboro Board of Alderman” (DTH 11/15/1993). Carrboro is a small 
township that is fused geographically with Chapel Hill, and Mike Nelson was an openly gay man 
seeking a position on the town board. Coming out, personally and politically, was crucial 
through the late 20th century as vehicle to achieving rights for LGBT+ people. A 4/3/1996 letter 
to the editor also expressed this sentiment, arguing: 
“Since Gay Pride is political, there’s a reason behind attempts to establish homosexuality 
as a sociopolitical category, and that would be lobbying power. It’s hard to be taken 
seriously as a lobby if a group represents itself as many parties.”  
This letter and the conference both demonstrate the importance of visibility as a collective group 
identity for political purposes. 
The AIDS crisis catalyzed the push for visibility as a consequence of unfortunate 
circumstances, in which many were de-facto outed by virtue of their illness. Interviewee #1 said 
that it “…helped people realize there was a lot more to the community than they ever suspected.” 
Interviewee #2 stated that it: 
“just open people's eyes to how large the gay community was. People started getting sick 
who they didn't really know were gay. It started to really change how people viewed the 
gay community. Not as a small little group who we're kind of in the shadows. It became 
obvious there were a lot more of us, and that we have prominent roles in the community. 
One of the most prominent people who got sick and died was a political activist, 
Lightning Brown, who had run for County council in Chapel Hill.” 
Lightning Brown is thought to be the first openly gay person to run for public office in North 
Carolina, in 1981. He died of AIDS in 1996, after a decades-long career as a community activist, 
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fighting sexual prejudice (O’Brien, 1996). He, too, encouraged queer people to get involved in 
public life, as he felt it was the “most effective route to gay liberation.” His life, and death, 
exemplified the ways in which the AIDS crisis forced communities to reckon with the presence 
of queer people, as Chapel Hill passed a resolution honoring him 4 months prior to his death. 
Though, the AIDS crisis may have also made it more difficult for queer people to come 
out. Interviewee #1 described that “it was something that interfered with the ability of gay men 
to make friendships or other connections because that was always out there. It was a very- loaded 
is an understatement.” The focused impact on the gay community fostered both collective and 
individual traumatization (Nord 1998). The sheer catastrophe of fear and shame the AIDS 
epidemic brought on disrupted the queer community in a way that could have impacted the 
trajectory of coming out – both in terms of the difficulty of finding vital networks of queer 
people to access a community in disarray, and in that the stigma was so great, it might have 
inflamed disorientation, leading people to stay in the closet (Avert 2019).  
Sedgwick (1990) argues that the closet is a defining social feature, not only for gay 
people but all of modern western society. The figures of “the closet” and “coming out” are so 
fundamentally mapped onto basic binaries of cultural organization, such as 
knowledge/ignorance, disclosure/secrecy, health/illness, public/private, and a multitude of other 
Cartesian categories, making heterosexist classifications so endemic that any societal analysis 
absent of a sexual lens is flawed (Sedgwick 1990). Her scope is far too broad for this paper, but 
my hope is that through grounding many of her literary concepts in sociological analysis, and 
describing how these classifications were employed in institutional contexts and engendered in 
discourse related to the closet and the AIDS epidemic, that future researchers can utilize her 
insights for broader purposes. 
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 The closet is a unique, intimate, and complicated social structure. Using interview and 
historical data, I lay out a roadmap for how to sociologically conceptualize the closet on a micro 
and macro scale. I evidence how queer networks are vital to breaking the stranglehold of what I 
refer to as a “cycle of disorientation,” and the contradictory ways in which the AIDS epidemic 
affected the closet. Through accounting for the variety of contexts through which a queer person 
can access networks and knowledge, this paper can be foundational to future works seeking to 
expound upon this not-yet fully researched aspect of queerness. 
CONCLUSION 
This project was always intended to be exploratory in nature. Through interview and 
archival data, I sought to examine, contest, and expand prior scholars works on sexuality; while 
offering a historical glimpse at how one town dealt with difficult and complicated questions 
about identity, community, and belonging. As I write this conclusion, COVID-19 is spreading 
through the United States, and I’d be remiss not to mention that it feels a little absurd to speak to 
deep philosophical questions about western society when there are pressing issues concerning so 
many peoples financial, physical, and emotional wellbeing at stake. Yet, it is also in these 
moments of crisis that I think we can most fundamentally see and assess our collective humanity 
and ontology. In light of that, I offer a collective years-worth of digesting theory, scrutinizing 
history, and producing new ways to think about sexuality.  
   Through a case study on Chapel Hill’s queer history, I create a sociological and 
theoretical narrative of how sexuality is constructed and then employed in social structures, 
namely medicine, law, and the closet. In doing so, I aim to provide additional theoretical insights 
to the sociology of sexuality, and base queer literary concepts in sociological analysis. I argue 
that a hypercapitalist western society contributes to modern sexuality by creating a ‘bureaucratic 
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personality’ of heterosexuality. Moral arbitrators then dispense of social control through 
discourse and institutions, punishing transgressors of this social system.  This process is 
identified by sociologists, under the ‘homosexual deviancy thesis’ and poststructuralist queer 
theorists, as ‘inside/out.’ I expand upon previous scholarship on the functions of heterosexuality, 
specifically how people employ ‘sexual projects’ to appease their ‘constitutive malaise.’ The 
ways in which heterosexuality generates itself is a fruitful topic that would benefit from more 
investigation. 
To ensure a sociological lens, I imbued queer theoretical insights in the institutional 
contexts of law and medicine. I argue that the medicalization of homosexuality was crucial as the 
birthplace of the modern ‘homosexual.’ I show the contestations between differing models of 
homosexuality apparent throughout Chapel Hill in the late 20th century, and that heterosexuals 
pathologized not only homosexuality, but also homophobia. I end with a discussion on the 
impact of the AIDS epidemic on medicalization, and how it ignited both homophobia and 
activism. Once homosexuality was medicalized, politicians and legal practitioners were able to 
employ homophobia through legal domains. I contribute to the gap in literature known as the 
‘invisibility element,’ and expand Foucalt’s theory of benign institutions to educational systems, 
as well as Ball’s theory of criminological shame. By weaving these many concepts from both 
sociology and queer theory, I demonstrate how the fields can mutually cohabitate, and hope that 
future researchers can develop a queer sociology through institutional contexts I didn’t 
investigate, such as education, healthcare, or the military. 
Finally, I discuss a social structure that has been less closely interrogated – the closet. I 
incorporate queer theoretical concepts, such as a fluid closet, to sociological theory. Then, I 
extrapolate upon previous theory to demonstrate how the closet creates a cycle of isolation and 
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disorientation, and argue that access to and knowledge of queer communities is imperative to 
neutralizing disorientation and eventually coming out. I describe the many contexts this access 
can occur, from bars, to organizations, to cruising. Finally, I turn to the closet as a social and 
political phenomenon, and how the AIDS epidemic complicated the closet and coming out. 
Throughout the paper, I fuse queer theoretical insights, from canonical works such as 
Butler, Foucault, Fuss, and Sedgwick, into my sociological investigation. In attempting this 
conjunction of the fields, I hope to create a foundation from which future researchers can 
incorporate interdisciplinary analysis in their work. There were limitations in my research, 
specifically in regards to intersectionality. My four interviewees were white men, and don’t shine 
light on the unique experiences of racial minorities or women. Further, UNC is, and was, a 
primarily white institution. Future research could explore intersectional perspectives not 
available through my methods. 
A number of researchers have queried the possibility of a “queered sociology” or 
“sociologizing of queer theory” (Seidman 1993). This paper is one of the first to attempt such an 
undertaking, and demonstrates the ability of queer theory and sociology to coexist as mutually 
beneficial entities. The interdisciplinary prospects of the fields are exciting, and there is still 
much left to research and theorize about sexuality. Future scholars can expand upon this work, 
examining different identities, communities, and theories towards a study of sexuality that 
incorporates a diversity of sociological, criminological, historical, cultural, and literary elements.  
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1. During what years did you live in Chapel Hill? 
2. Please speak generally to your experience in Chapel Hill as a queer person in (insert time 
period)? 
3. Are there any experiences or memories that stand out to you? 
4. Did you feel that Chapel Hill was generally accepting, non-accepting, or somewhere in 
the middle? Could you explain? 
 
The next section will be about how homosexuality was medicalized in the late 20th 
century. 
5. Do you recall any experiences with people perceiving homosexuality as a psychiatric 
disorder in Chapel Hill? 
6. Please explain your experience with, if at all, people working to dispel public perception 
of homosexuality as a psychiatric disorder or biological defect? 
7. Could you speak broadly to any experiences you had with people, activists or not, 
working to educate the community about homosexuality in Chapel Hill? 
a. Do you recall any specific strategies used to do so? 
8. Did you witness any changes in how the AIDS epidemic affected whether people thought 
of homosexuality as a psychiatric disorder or biological defect in Chapel Hill? 
 
This next section will deal with the criminalization of homosexuality in the late 20th century.  
1. Did you have any experience with, if at all, homosexuality being perceived as a crime in 
Chapel Hill? 
2. Did you witness or have firsthand experiences with legal restrictions on homosexuality? 
3. Did laws punishing homosexuality or permitting discrimination against homosexuality 
have any effect on your life or the lives of those around you? 
4. Did you, or others around you, take special precautions to avoid legal punishment for 
your sexuality? 
5. Did people generally agree or disagree with laws punishing homosexuality? 
6. Did the AIDS epidemic impact legal punishment of homosexuality? 
 
The next section will deal with your personal experiences with your sexuality and coming out. 
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1. Do you recall when you first realized, or came to terms with your sexuality? 
2. When did you come out? Were you in Chapel Hill during this time? 
a. Could you describe the process and any obstacles? 
3. Please speak to your experience in the closet. 
a. What stopped you from coming out earlier? 
4. Please speak to your experience after coming out. 
a. Did you keep your identity hidden from some people? 
b. Did you keep your identity hidden from places of employment?  
c. Did you keep your identity hidden from medical institutions such as hospitals, 
doctor’s offices, or psychological offices? 
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